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Technology for Tool Control
• Software at point-of-use 



RFID Technology for Tool Control
• 900mhz passive technology
• Backbone by DoD approved application
• Establishes Accountability at POU
• Easy to Use
• Multi-levels of Kitting
• Provides Proper Information Sharing
• Is Secure
• Flexible to support many processes



RFID Technology for Tool Control
• Greatly reduces FOD risk while 

establishing streamlined processes
• 100% tool accountability
• Fast and easy to implement



Technology for Tool Control

RFID Cabinet
Accu-Cab



Technology for Tool Control

RFID ToolBoxes
Accu-Drawers







Last Point Read

- Track tools and other mobile assets 
across your facility

- Determine where they were last 
seen, who had them and which       

direction they were moving

- Reduce search times for tools and 
assets dramatically

- Increase accountability 

- Stop tool and inventory floating and 
hoarding



Last 
Point
Read



RFID Scanner Find Function



CribMaster Accu-Port

- Improve Free Issue Accuracy without 
Changing Culture

- Require Log-in and secure gated entry

- Track by default cost centers or require 
selection prior to entry

- Improve purchasing and replenishment 
based on actual usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AccuPort and it was our first RFID soultion.When an employee enters the portal, he must identify himself to get into the crib. In most cases, the employee has an RFID tag on his badge or somewhere on his body. Once he is allowed into the portal, he picks up items with tags and simply walks out of the crib. The RF antennas know who he is and what he is checking out (by reading the RF tags) He doesn’t have to write anything down or even scan anything to record the transaction. It is really effortless from a user interaction.



Demonstration

• Accu-Drawer Mobile Mini



Results
• Email:

– I got a call today to tell me the they had a FOD 
event Saturday. They had 3 tools that the AD 
showed checked out, and the plane was supposed 
to fly. They grabbed the data on who/where the 
items were checked out, and the three tools 
showed up, exactly as promised! One was in a 
mechanics pocket at home, one was in a tool 
pouch to be disposed of, and one was in the gun 
bay of the aircraft, where they were told to look! 
The alternative to finding them was to dismantle 
the parts of the aircraft! 

– SUCCESS!!!



Results
• Managing Automation Magazine, June 2008 

RFID Inside, Chris Chiappenelli

“At Lockheed's facilities in Palmdale, CA; Marietta, GA; Fort 
Worth, TX; Meridian, MS; and Clarksburg, WV, RFID-based 
CribMaster technology from WinWare is helping the aerospace 
giant to more intelligently construct fighter jets, such as the F35 
and the F16, as well as carrier airplanes, such as the C5 and 
C130.”

“The same integration that helps Lockheed coordinate tool 
purchases also facilitated perhaps the greatest benefit of the 
system, according to Klein. Considering that something as small 
as a socket, if left inside a plane's wing during assembly, can 
reduce a billion-dollar jet to rubble, it's little surprise that foreign 
object debris keeps defense contractors up at night. “


